Majority has voted "Yes" or "No" for all Issues
AllItemsCompleted = True

Majority Decision Not Yet Reached

What happens to E-mail that arrives after time out or Ratified/Rejected?

What happens to E-mail that arrives after time out or Ratified/Rejected?

Choose the top two popular solutions—Only issues that did not get majority

Delay. Do we want to do it this way?

Allow 1 week for discussion of Issues—Through e-mail or calls

Start Event Only on a Friday

Announce Issues for Discussion
6 Days

Multi-Instance Sub-Process (Spawn/Join)

Announce Issues for Vote
1 Day

E-Mail Discussion Deadline Warning

Sub-process All

How can a Recipient recast a vote?

E-Mail Discussion Deadline Warning

6 Days

E-Mail Vote Deadline Warning

Delay. Do we want to do it this way?

Timed Out [1 week] Voting Complete

Number of Recipients

Majority has voted "Yes" or "No" for all Issues AllItemsCompleted = True

Majority Decision Not Yet Reached <default>

Voting Complete

This will generate a Voting Complete "Fault"

Receive E-Mail Response
Increment Tally

Results of Tally ?

End Event

Prepare Results
E-Mail Results of Vote

Yes
Reduce to Two Solutions

No <default>

Issues w/o Majority?

Choose the top two popular solutions—Only issues that did not get majority

6 Days

Interruption Events

E-Mail Vote Deadline Warning

Voting Complete

Receive E-Mail Response
Increment Tally

Results of Tally ?

Prepare Results
E-Mail Results of Vote

Yes
Reduce to Two Solutions

No <default>

Issues w/o Majority?

Choose the top two popular solutions—Only issues that did not get majority

6 Days

Interruption Events

E-Mail Vote Deadline Warning

Voting Complete

Receive E-Mail Response
Increment Tally

Results of Tally ?

Prepare Results
E-Mail Results of Vote

Yes
Reduce to Two Solutions

No <default>

Issues w/o Majority?
Majority has voted "Yes" or "No" for all Issues

AllItemsCompleted = True

Majority Decision Not Yet Reached

What happens to E-mail that arrives after time out or Ratified/Rejected?

What happens to E-mail that arrives after time out or Ratified/Rejected?

How can a Recipient recast a vote?

This will generate a Voting Complete "Fault". Do we want to do it this way?

Allow 1 week for discussion of Issues--Through e-mail or calls

Start Event

Only on a Friday

Delay. Do we want to do it this way?

Multi-Instance Sub-Process (Spawn/Join)

Number of Recipients

Majority has voted "Yes" or "No" for all Issues

AllItemsCompleted = True

Voting Complete

Test if Issues w/o Majority?

No

Reduce to Two Solutions

Yes

Choose the top two popular solutions--Only Issues that did not get majority

Issues w/o Majority?

<default>

Prepare Results

E-Mail Results of Vote

End Event

Announce Issues for Discussion

6 Days

Announce Issues for Vote

1 Day

E-Mail Discussion Deadline Warning

6 Days

E-Mail Vote Deadline Warning

E-Mail Discussion Deadline Warning

Interruption Events

Prepare Results

6 Days

Voting Complete

Voting Complete

Timed Out [1 week]

Voting Complete

Prepare Results

E-Mail Results of Vote

Receive E-Mail Response

Increment Tally

Results of Tally?
Majority has voted "Yes" or "No" (ItemRatified = True) or (ItemRejected = False) or Ratified/Rejected?

What happens to E-mail that arrives after time out or Ratified/Rejected?

Number of Recipients

Majority Decision Not Yet Reached <default>

Majority has voted "Yes" or "No" (ItemRatified = True) or (ItemRejected = False)

Voting Complete

This will generate a Voting Complete "Fault"

E-Mail Document for Vote

Start Event

Multi-Instance (Spawn/Join)

Delay. Do we want to do it this way?

Voting Complete

Timed Out [1 week]

Interruption Events

6 Days

E-Mail Vote Deadline Warning

Receive E-Mail Response

Increment Tally

Results of Tally?

Prepare Results

E-Mail Results of Vote

End Event

Results of Tally?